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code of Bushido must be read in the light of the conduct
of the Bushi.
The civilization of this age while it is over-decorated
and over-elaborate in architecture, and in such typical arts
as the Satsuma pottery, is still characteristically Japanese:
and it is this art, its popular and decorative prints, its
porcelains and lacquers and brocades which the West
knows to-day. The achievements of Japan's modern age
are rooted in the distant past—the Meiji era is a 'Restora-
tion* ; and her arts whether of hand-block prints or of the
popular stage are developments which can only be under-
stood in the light of her long history.
Although the Ukiyoye or 'Pictures of the Passing Scene*
are considered a vulgar achievement by her old scholars,
they are rooted in such early masters as Toba Soja, and have
a continuous ancestry through the Tosa and Kano schools,
in themselves classical, but with an eye for the daily life of
the people and the picturesqueness of the countryside. If
Hiroshigeand Kumyoshi drew the mists and rains of Japan
and her waterfalls and lakes so did the early Kanos, and
they too painted characters of daily life as early as the
fifteenth century, when Motonobu saw them in all their pic-
turesqueness; and in the next century Matabei of the Tosa
school carried on the tradition, while Kano Yetoku and Kano
Senyaku painted dancing-girls for Hideyoshi's palaces.
A glance through the list of Hokusai's themes—actors,
tnonkeys with a strolling showman, wrestlers and the gods
rf fishing and of prosperity, surveyors and carpenters,
llustrations for fairy-tales and epics—will remind us that
iiese were also the themes of such great painters as Itcho
Hanabusa of the seventeenth century. Book-illustration in
iie secular field dates from about 1600, and is a natural
ievelopment of an art already old in China. So the com-
non people enter into their heritage in the modern period
tnd in the haijin from the fifteenth-century Sokai, down
hrough Buson and Isshu to Basho in the last half of the
ieventeenth, they had their own beloved poets, whose
yrics are universally known and imitated.
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